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This is a full music production package that comes complete with every audio processor, authoring tool, fader/pan/solo, MIDI controller and audio interface that Propellerhead has ever made. As a single plug-
in, Reason 7 allows you to explore all the ways that audio can be processed, recorded, synthesised, triggered and layered in a single, multitrack application. And with a price tag that is a fraction of the cost
of other software packages, Reason 7 couldn't be any better value. Reason 7 is the next generation of Propellerhead's award-winning music production environment. With Reason 7's new interface, you can
work at any tempo from slow to fast. Plus, with every plug-in or effect offering in its own module, you'll never forget where you are, or be afraid to experiment. With Reason 7, users can integrate all their

instruments into Reason with MIDI out, automatic audio slicing and audio quantize, and even convert their recordings into REX loops for further creative possibilities in the rack. For mixing, Propellerhead is
introducing a spectrum analyzer with visual EQ controls; group and parallel mix channels; and many workflow improvements to help users sound better, easier. To inspire, Reason 7 makes it easier to import

audio from users' music libraries and the web with support for mp3, aac, wma and more. The enhanced Factory Sound Bank comes fully loaded with tons of new loops and drum kits, while the new
Audiomatic Retro Transformer effect unit adds a futuristic-vintage sound to any tracks, never more than a mouse-click away. Indeck's Element is a 64-track, eight voice, voice/polyphonic synthesizer

designed to work with Reason's 32 or 64-bit audio files. This is no small update: the new instrument delivers a huge variety of presets for different musical genres and types of music; 40 new LFOs; eight new
sequencer patterns; and 4.3 megabytes of new instrument sounds, including over 3,000 presets from the UR instance store and over 150 instrument and sound designer presets.
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The new Reason 7 is an easy to use yet
powerful audio editing tool that offers an
intuitive workflow and deeply integrated

creative tools. Whilst there are some
missing features that lack an intuitive
workflow but Reason 7 has a wealth of
features that allow you to develop your
own creative ideas. I have been using

Reason since I was a student and always
found it to be so easy to use that once

you are up and running you really cannot
believe that it doesn't come with it's own

built-in plugins. Reason also makes it
quick and easy to experiment with sound

design, which is one of my favourite
parts of my job! Reason 7 introduces a
new layered approach to working with

audio. The user may think of this as a big
leap forward in some respects, but if you
stick with what you already know then it

is just the same as before. For me it's
good. And Reason is still good. Reason 7

is a bigger leap in workflow and
integration than most people realise.

When working with Reason it becomes
clear in a moment exactly where

everything that you do belongs. The
interface of Reason changes and
becomes new to it. You are not
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constrained to the same workflow as
other DAWs. Reason is more than just a
music production program. It really is a
step back to the future. That's not a bad
thing. In my opinion, Reason is the most

powerful and versatile Digital Audio
Workstation available. It has evolved to a

level where almost every user will be
able to achieve their artistic goals,

regardless of experience. If you are a
learner or a hack, it won't be long before
you will be able to produce, edit, mix and
master. If you are an advanced producer

or mixer, you will instantly notice it's
advantage over more basic programs.

There is an abundance of sound,
modulation and effect algorithms, and

the all-round flexibility makes it unique.
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